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Our purpose here is to obtain generalizations of several results on cohomological 
dimension of algebras due to M. Auslander. Eilenberg, Rosenberg, and Zelinsky in 
which the notion of separable algebra plays a significant role. The generalization 
consists of substituting the more general notion of separable K-rings for that of 
separable algebra. We prove also that the cohomological dimension of a semi- 
primary purely inseparable algebra over a held is infinite. In addition, we obtain a 
relative version of one inequality for projective and cohomological dimensions by 
Hochschild. 1’ 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a commutative ring with 1 which acts centrally on all 
k-bimodules, K a k-algebra, and A a K-ring; i.e., there is given a 
homomorphism i: K + A of two associative rings with units. If A is a ring 
and M an A - A-bimodule, the relative projective dimension of A4 with 
respect to the class of exact sequences of A - A-bimodules which split as 
sequences of K - A-bimodules is denoted dim, _ 3.K ~ d( M). It is the largest 
nonnegative integer n (or x) for which there is an A - A-bimodule N such 
that Ext;,P,,,P,,(M, N)#O, where Ext,,-,,kPJ, is the relative bifunctor 
Ext. The relative global dimension d(A - A, K - A) of the pair 
(A-A, K-A) is defined as sup,wdim,P,,,-.(M). In a completely 
analogous fashion, we define the following: the left A-projective dimension 
of M, 1. dim,(M), the left global dimension of A, 1. d(A), and the right 
global dimension of A, r . d(A). We will also use the notation K- dim A for 
dim A ~ A.XP A(A) and .Md for an A - A-bimodule M. 
A is called K-separable if the exact sequence of A-bimodules 
O-+kerm+A@,A-+“A~Osplits,wherem:a,@a,+a,a,. 
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Let K+ S + R be homomorphisms of associative (not necessarily 
commutative) rings with units. The main results are the following. 
(a) If S is K-separable, then the cohomological dimension of R with 
respect to K and to S coincide (Theorem 1.4). 
(b) If R is S-separable, then under certain restrictions, the 
cohomological dimensions of R and of S with respect to K coincide 
(Theorem 2.7). 
Theorem 1.4 is a generalization of the result of Eilenberg, Rosenberg, 
and Zelinsky in the Nagoya series [7]. After this paper was accepted for 
publication, we learned that Gerstenhaber and Schack have proved 
Theorem 1.4 for the special case of algebras [S]. The latter is the most 
advanced known version of Theorem 1.4; it is important in the theory of 
deformations of associative algebras. We use Theorem 1.4 to give different 
versions of the results by M. Auslander and Eilenberg on algebras of finite 
cohomological dimension (Theorems 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8). 
Theorem 2.7 is a generalization of the result of Rosenberg and Zelinsky 
in that it does not assume K and S commutative and R and S-algebra. 
Our contribution is that the commutativity assumption has been drop- 
ped. In this case, the old technique based on the reduction of two-sided 
A-modules to left modules over A OK A” does not work because A OK A” is 
not a ring. Instead, the proofs are based on one characterization of 
separable K-rings, established by Kleiner [12], which is used in the study 
of the unnormalized bar resolutions of bimodules as explained in MacLane 
c 131. 
We also show that the cohomological dimension of a semi-primary 
purely inseparable algebra over a field, as introduced by Sweedler, is 
infinite (Theorem 3.6) and obtain a relative version of one inequality for 
projective and cohomological dimensions by Hochschild (Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2). In addition, we mention a technical result (Proposition 2.1) which 
is crucial in the proof of Theorem 2.7 and is a generalization of the well- 
known fact that tensor product commutes with direct sums. 
The author thanks M. Kleiner for his guidance and encouragement, and 
the referee for his suggestions which made the paper easier to read. 
1. COHOMOLOGICAL AND GLOBAL DIMENSIONS AND SEPARABILITY 
Throughout this paper, K, R, S, T, T’, U are rings with a unit. 
The basic notions of relative homological algebra were introduced by 
Hochschild [9]. We recall these briefly. 
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Let R be an S-ring. A sequence of (left) R-modules is S-split if it is exact 
and splits as a sequence of S-modules. Consider a diagram 
where L, M, N, P are (left) R-modules and the row is S-split. P is (R, S)- 
projective if there exists an R-homomorphism of P into M such that the 
diagram is commutative. For any S-module M’, R OS M’ is (R, S)-projec- 
tive, and an R-module P is (R, S)-projective if and only if P is an R-direct 
summand of ROs P. In a completely analogous fashion, relatively projec- 
tive bimodules are defined. Given a K-ring A and a ring A, all those exact 
sequences of A - A-bimodules which split as sequences of K- A-bimodules 
determine a relative abelian category. The results of [9] and [13, Chaps. 
IX and X] give us the following. A canonical relatively projective 
resolution (the unnormalized bar resolution) of any A - A-bimodule M is 
. ..- A@,A@,A@KM- AO,AO,M 
- A@,M- M-O 
with d,,(a,,@ ... @anOx) = xy:d (-l)‘ao@ ... @aicli+, @ ... @?r+ 
( - l)‘* a, 0 ... @ a,.~. for all x E M, a,, E A, n = 0, 1, . . . . For every A - A- 
bimodule M we have the exact sequence 
O-Q(M) 4 +A@,M&M-0, (1.1) 
where m: a @ x + ax is the multiplication map, Q(M) = ker m and q the 
natural inclusion. The exact sequence (1.1) is the first step in the construc- 
tion of the canonical resolution. M is (A -A, K- A)-projective if and only 
if (1.1) is A - A-split [ 12, Prop. 3.61. We define the relative bifunctor 
Ext” ,A pd,Kpdj(M, N) as the nth cohomology group of the complex 
O- Horn,-,(M, N)- Horn,-AM, N) 
60 Horn,-,(A@,M, N)A ... 
where the coboundary is given by (6f)(u, 0 . ..u.,+, Ox) = (-,)“+I 
{U,f(% 0 ... Go%+, OX) + Cl=[ (-l)jf(U* 0 ‘-’ Oui”i+, @ “’ 0 
an+, @x)+(-l)n+‘f(~I @ ... @u,,+,x)} for n=O, l,..., UiEA, XEM. 
If A=M=A, H”(A, N)=Ext;,_,,,--.,(A, N) is called the nth 
Hochschild cohomology group of A with coefficients in an A-bimodule N. 
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~oPosrTroN 1.1. Any (R - T, K - T)-projectice bimodule is (R - T, 
S - T) projectice. 
Proof We need to show that for every R - T-epimorphism r: B + C, 
which is S- T-split; each R - T-morphism o: M -+ C can be factored 
through r as u = rw’ for some R - T-morphism 0’: M--f B. 
Since CI is S- T-split, it is K - T-split, therefore w can be factored through 
x since M is (R - T, K- T)-projective bimodule. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.2. R is a separable K-ring if and only if for any ring T, 
eaerJ1 K- T-split exact sequence of R - T-himodules is R - T-split. 
Proof Follows from [ 12, Prop. 4.11. 1 
THEOREM 1.3. If S is K-separable, then 
(a) The standard (R - T, K - T)-projectitle resolution of any R - T- 
bimodule M is an (R - T, S - T)-projectice resolution of M. 
(b) The bifunctors Ext;X- r..Ic- T,( -, - ) and Ext;,- T,sp J -, - ) are 
naturally isomorphic. 
(c) dim,- T.R- .(M) = dim.- T,sp T(M). 
Proof (a) Consider an (R - T, K- T)-projective resolution of M, 
. . -+ X, + X0 + M + 0. Each Xi is (R - T, S- T)-projective by 
Proposition 1.1 and the resolution is S- T-split since S is K-separable. 
Therefore that sequence is an (R - T, S - T)-projective resolution of M. 
(b) Any (R - T, S- T)-projective resolution of M ... 4 X, + I’, + 
M + 0 is (R - T, K- T)-projective of M, since X, are (R - T, K- T)- 
projective by Proposition 1.2, and every R - T-exact sequence which is 
S- T-split is K- T-split. This result and (a) allow us to use a single 
resolution to compute both these cohomologies. The identity map 
from that resolution to itself will induce the isomorphism between the 
cohomologies. 
(c) Follows from (b). 1 
THEOREM 1.4. If S is K-separable, then K - dim R = S - dim R. 
Proof Follows from Theorem 1.3(c). m 
This result generalizes the one established in [7, Prop. 4, p. 781. 
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DEFlNITloK 1.5. (a) A ring A is said to be semi-primary if its Jacobson 
radical IV is nilpotent and A/N is a semi-simple ring. 
(b) A ring A is semi-simple if it is a semi-simple left A-module. 
THEOREM 1.6. Assume A is a semi-primary K-ring, K a separable 
k-algebra, semi-simple as a ring and r= A/N separable otler k. Then 
K - dim A = 1. dim,( I-). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4, k - dim A = K - dim A. And since k - dim A = 
1 .dim,(f) [6, Theorem IT], the result follows. B 
THEOREM 1.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6, K - dim A = 
l.d(A)=r.d(A). 
Proof: Note that l.d(A)=d(A-k, K-k), since d(A-k, K-k)= 
SUP,~ dim,,,(M) because k acts centrally on all k-bimodules; and 
sup,%, dim,.,(M) = sup,, dim,(M) = 1. d(A) because K is a semi-simple 
ring. A simple computation shows that d( A -k, K - k) < K- dim A, 
therefore 1. d(A) d K - dim A. Now by Theorem 1.6, we have K - dim A = 
I.dim,(f)dl.d(A): l.d(A)=r.d(A) follows from [l]. 1 
We have to mention that M. Auslander [2, Theorem 1, p. 611 originally 
obtained the result of Theorem 1.7 under the following hypothesis: A a 
semi-primary algebra over a field K1 K - dim A < X, and (f : K) < x. Our 
assumption that f is separable over K is stronger than his if K is a field, 
since in that case f is finite dimensional by [14]. However, our 
assumptions do not imply that K-dim A < ,x as shown by the example 
given in [S, p. 563. An algebra A was constructed over a field K such that 
(A : K) = 12, K-dim A = x and det M(A) = - 1, where M(A) is the Car- 
tan matrix of A. Therefore r= A/N is separable by [ 111. Thus Theorem 1.7 
works also when K-dim A = X. We point out that k and K need not be 
fields; e.g., take k = Z and K = M,(Q). Note also, that Theorem 1.7 shows 
that I- is not A-projective, for any non-semi-simple semi-primary ring A. 
Since 1. dim,(r) = w. 1. dim,(r) in [ 1, Corollary 8, p. 721. f is not 
A-fiat for any non-semi-simple semi-primary ring A. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let K be a division ring which is separable otter its center 
k and A a K-ring such that (A : K) < x as left module, then in order that 
K-dim A = n (n < x ) it is necessary and sufficient that the following 
conditions hold. 
( 1) f is separable, 
(2) 1 -dim,(T) = n. 
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Proof Follows from Theorem 1.4 and Eilenberg’s Theorem [6]. 1 
In Section 3, we will give an example which shows that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.8 are not superfluous. 
2. COHOMOL~GICAL DIMENSION AND SEPARABILITY 
It is well known that if E: 0 -t L + A4 + N -+ 0 is an S- T’-split short 
exact sequence of S- T’-bimodules, its tensor product over S with any 
T- S-bimodule N is T- T’-split. We obtain a more general statement 
assuming E K- T’-split, S a K-ring and N relatively projective, as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If” N is a (T’ - S, T’ - K)-projective bimodule and E: 
O+A-+“B-+” C + 0 is a K - T-split short exact sequence of S- T- 
bimodules, then 
0- NQ,A- NO, B- NQ,C-0 
is an T’ - T-split exact sequence. 
Proof First we prove the proposition for a relatively free bimodule N; 
i.e., N= MOK S for some T’ - K-bimodule M. Then NO, A = 
MBK SQs A z MBK A is an isomorphism natural in A; so the sequence in 
question is isomorphic to E’: 0 + A4QK A -+ MOK B -+ A40K C + 0 which 
is T’ - T-split because E is K - T-split. Since a sequence isomorphic to a 
split exact sequence is split exact, the statement follows for a relatively free 
bimodule. 
Now we prove the proposition in its full generality. Since N is (T’ - S, 
T’ - K)-projective, the exact sequence 
O-Q(N)- NQKS- N- 0 
is T’- S-split; therefore N is a T’- S-direct summand of NOK S; i.e., 
NO, S z N@ Q(N) as T’ - S-bimodules; therefore NOK S@I~ A ‘v 
NQ,A=NQsA@f2(N)QsA. 
Let i: N -+ NOK S and n: NQK S -+ N be the injection and projection in 
the direct sum decomposition; then the following diagram commutes: 
o- I Qw + NQsB IQ~) NQsC -0 
O-+NQKSQSATNQKSQSB '@'"*NQ,SQsC-0 
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By the previous case the lower row is T’- T-split; therefore let /I be a left 
inverse of 10 w in the lower row. Show that (rc 0 1) /?(i@ 1) is a left 
inverse of 10 w in the upper row. We have (rc 0 1) /?(iO 1 )( 10 w) = 
(~Ql)B(lQ~)(iQl) = (~Q1)~N~XS~S~:A(~Q~)=(~~)Q1=~,~~~sA 
since the upper sequence is right exact, it is split exact. 1 
We note that the statement 
“If E: 0 -+ ,4 -+ ” B + 1 C -+ 0 is an S - T-split short exact sequence 
ofS-T-bimodules,thenO+NQ,A+N@,B-+N@,C+Oisa 
T’ - T-split exact sequence for every T’ - S-bimodule N’ 
follows from Proposition 2.1 by taking K = S, since any T’ - S-bimodule N 
is (T’ - S, T’ - S)-projective. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose M is (R - T, K - T)-projectiae bimodule and 
R is (S - K. K - K)-projectice, then M is (S - TI K - T)-projective. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, M is (R - T, S - T)-projective; on the other 
hand, the exact sequence 
O-Q(R)- S@,R- R-O 
is S - K split since R is (S - K. K- K)-projective. Therefore E: 0 + 
Q(R) OR M + SOh. R OR M -+ R OR M + 0 is an S - T-split exact sequence 
via Proposition 2.1. E is in fact isomorphic to 0 + Q(R) OR M + 
SOK M + M + 0 which shows that M is (S- T, K- T)-projective. 1 
hOPOSITION 2.3. Let U-+” T be a ring map; then .for every R - T- 
bimodule M, dim R-~..K~T.(M)>/dim.~,-,,-,.(M). 
Proof: Let 
4 &R&M&M-O (2.1) 
be the standard (R - T, K- T)-projective resolution of M; (2.1) is also an 
(R - U, K - U)-projective resolution of M. 
Now suppose dim,_ T,.K- =(M) dn; therefore ker d, is (R - T, K- T)- 
projective. Thus O+kerd,+, +RBK .‘.aKROKM + kerd,,-+O is 
R - T-split, so RBK . . . @)KRQKMrr,kerd,@kerd,,+, as sum of 
R - T-bimodules and also of R - U-bimodules. Since the left hand side is 
(R - U, K - U)-projective, ker d, is (R - U, K - U)-projective. Therefore 
dim R- L’.K- JM) G n. I 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Furthermore, if T is U-separable, then dim R _ T,,K- J 44) 
= dim.- L-,K- L’(M). 
Proof. We use (2.1). Since T is (I-separable, the exact sequence ( 1.1) 
shows that if ker d, is (R - U, K- U)-projective it is also (R - T, K- T)- 
projective. 1 
hoPosrrroN 2.5. If R is (K - S, K - K)-projectioe, then 
(a) dim.-.,~~~RO,M)~dirn,_.,~.(M)for el:ery sM,. 
(b) dim.~,,~~.(M)~dim.~,,~.(M) for ecery rM,. 
Proof: (a) Take the standard (S- T, K- T)-projective resolution of it4 
. ..- SQK SQK M- SQKM--+M----,O. 
Since R is (K - S, K- K)-projective, the sequence 
...- R@sS@KS@X.M- RQ,S@,M- R&M-O (2.2) 
is K- T-split exact sequence by Proposition 2.1. Sequence (2.2) is 
isomorphic to ... +RQO,S@,M+ROKM+ROsM+O which is 
in fact an (R - T, K- T)-projective resolution of R OS M. Hence 
dim R--,X.~~(RQSM)~dimS-.,-~M). 
(b) Since R is (K - S, K - K)-projective, it is clear that every (T- R, 
T - K)-projective resolution of M is a ( T - S, T - K)-projective resolution 
by Proposition 2.2. hence dim.- R.7- JM) > dim.-,,- K(M). 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. If R is (K- S, K- K)-projectice, then dim.- S.KpS(R) 
SK-dimsanddim sps,s-K(R)< K-dim R. 
Proof The first inequality follows from (a). From (b) and Proposi- 
tion 2.3 we obtain dim R~R.R~K(R)~dimR~s.,-,(R) 2 dh-s,s-,(R). I 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose S is an S- S-direct summand of R, R is 
S-separable and (K - S, K - K)-projective. Then K - dim R = K - dim S. 
Proof Since R is S-separable and (K- S, K- K)-projective, 
Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6 give K - dim R = dim,- R,K- J R) = dim.- S,K- J R) 
<K-dims. Also, K-dimS=dim,_,,-.(S) < dim,-s,,~,(R)~ 
K-dim R, since S is an S - S-direct summand of R and Corollary 2.6 
holds. [ 
Theorem 2.7 gives a generalization to [ 14, Theorem 5, p. 933 which was 
stated for a separable algebra R over the commutative ring S, such that R 
is a free S-module, and S a projective K-algebra. It is clear that we not only 
generalized [ 14, Theorem 5, p. 933, but that we weakened the hypothesis. 
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3. COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF INSEPARABLE ALGEBRAS 
Purely inseparable algebras were introduced by Sweedler in [IS]. We 
recall this briefly. 
An algebra A over a commutative ring K is called a purely inseparable 
K-algebra if m: A OK A” + A gives a A ali A” module projective cover of A; 
i.e., ker fir is a small left ideal in A OK A”. Here A” is the algebra opposite to 
A, m(a@h”) = ab and A@, A” and A have the natural left A@, A”-module 
structure. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose A is a purely inseparable algebra ouer a field K and 
N the Jacobson radical of A. Then A/N is a purely inseparable field e.xtension 
of K. 
Proof See [ 15, Theorem 11. p. 3501. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2, Let K be a field and A a non-semi-simple semi-primar) 
pure!,. inseparable K-algebra; then K - dim A = CC. 
Proof By Lemma 3.1, A;N is a purely inseparable field extension of K 
where N is the Jacobson radical of A, hence A is a primary ring, i.e., a semi- 
primary ring such that A/N is a simple ring. By [ 1, Proposition 14, p. 753, 
1. d(A) = 0 or zc, but since A is not semi-simple 1. d(A) = x and therefore 
K-dim A = 7c., since 1 .d(A)d K-dim A [4, Proposition 7.6, p. 1791. 1 
~OPOSITION 3.3. Let K be a field and A a finite dimensional pureI> 
inseparable K-algebra; then K - dim A = x. 
Proof If A is not semi-simple, Proposition 3.2 implies K- dim A = ,x. 
If A is semi-simple, [6, Corollary 1. p. 3 111 implies K - dim A = ;c since A 
is inseparable of finite dimension over K. 1 
The following statement is contained in [ 141. 
~OPOSITION 3.4. Let A be an algebraic nonseparable field extension of 
K. then K-dim A= x. 
Proof By [3, Corollary 1, p. 1251 there exists an element r in A which 
is not separable over K. Therefore K(r) is inseparable and of finite dimen- 
sion over K, hence K - dim K(x) = x by [6, Corollary 1, p. 3111. By [ 14, 
Theorem 5, p. 931 K - dim A > K - dim K(a); hence K - dim A = cc. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a semi-simple purely inseparable algebra ouer 
a field K: then K - dim A = ,x,. 
Proof By Lemma 3.1. A is a purely inseparable field extension of K 
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since IV= 0, and by [ 15, Theorem 10, p. 3501 A is an algebraic extension 
field of K. Therefore our result follows from Proposition 3.4. 1 
We can now state the main Theorem of this chapter which follows from 
Propositions 3.2 and 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose A is a semi-primary purely inseparable algebra 
over a field K; then K - dim A = xc. 
We can now show that the hypotheses that (A : K) < cc and 
K- dim A < x in Theorem 1.8 are not superfluous. For let K be a field of 
characteristic p # 0, x an indeterminate over K, L = K(x), and A = L(x’~~). 
Therefore via Theorem 3.6, L - dim A = 30; hence A/N = A is not separable 
over L. Also, A is transcendental over K and therefore of infinite algebraic 
dimension over K and K- dim A = 1, hence A/N = A is not separable 
over K. 
4. PROJECTIVE AND COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS 
In this section we give a relative version of the result of Hochschild in 
[lOI. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose R is a (K - S, K - K)-projective bimodule; 
then for every R - T-bimodule M, dim R ~ T,.K _ T(M) < dim, _ T,s _ T(M) + 
d( S - T, K - T). Furthermore, if R is (S- K, K- K)-projective, then 
for an), R- T-bimodule M, dim,-.,-.(M) d dim.-,,-.(M) < 
dim R- T.S- T(M) + dim,- T.K- T(M). 
ProoJ: The proof in [lo] works. The only modification is that 
Proposition 2.5 should be used to accommodate our relative case. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. With the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. We have 
dim ,-.,,-.(R)bK-dimR < S-dimR+K-dims. 
Proof Follows from Theorem 4.1 and the fact that K-dim S 2 
d(S- R, K-R). 1 
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